A Geometric Bremsstrahlung Model with a "random walk" hypothesis for the leading proton is considered. This model leads to a natural explanation of the average multiplicity rise of the recoil system with the transverse momentum of the leading proton.
In a previous paper, u we have shown that the Geometric Bremsstrahlung Model (GEM) is successful for the description of longitudinal momentum spectrum of the leading proton and the associated multiplicity distributions in the reaction PP->PX at 205 GeV/c. 2 l Especially, 111 our model the smooth transitions from the eli ffractive to the nondiffracti ve regions in the spectrum are reproduced in contrast with the two-component Bremsstrahlung Mode!Y However, other important observables in PP->PX such as the transverse momentum spectrum and the associated average multiplicity were not treated in the model.
In this note, we try to discuss the observed Pr-dependence of the leading proton spectrum and the average multiplicity of the recoil system in the framework of the GEM, assuming the leading proton as a "random walk "<l object in the Pr-plane through the emJss1on of particles. The GBM is an infinite-component generalization of Stodolsky's bremsstrahlung modei 5 J based on the geometric picture for hadron collision. 6 l In the impact parameter representation, the basic assumption of the GEM is that in collisions at each impact parameter b, the incident hadrons radiate clusters under Stodolsky' s condition, 5 l i.e., Poissonian fluctuations with energy-momentum conservation constraint. From this assumption, cross sections are written as the integrated forms of the corresponding Stodolsky' s expression 111 the b-space. For example, the inclusi\·e and semiinclusive 2V-cluster production cross sections for the leading hadron take the following forms: u ,sJ energy, missing mass and cluster mass, respectively. Using the phenomenological
and the decay probability p of the cluster into charged pair is pc::::.0.75 by comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) with the leading proton longitudinal spectrum and the charged multiplicity distributions of PP ~PX and PP~X at 205GeV/c. The ln(s)-term in Eq. (3) is added to fit the observed energy-dependence of the average multiplicity growth, 8 l \vhich also indicated the cluster mass to be m c::::. 1.2 GeV.U In the framework of the GEM, the recoiled transverse momenta of the leading hadron at each emission would be reasonably assumed to have no correlations because emissions occur independently except the energy-momentum conservation constraint. Therefore the leading hadron may be \vel! approxinwted as a "random walk" object in the Pr-plane during the emission process. Thus we assume that the probability density fN(Pr) 4 l that, starting from the origin, the leading hadron lies in (Pr, Pr + dpr) after .N-cluster emission is
where w (p,) is the probability density that the leading proton changes its Prposition by amount p, at emission. Since the transverse momentum spectrum of the cluster is expected to have a cutoff in p,, we assume the Gaussian distribu- In the following, the average Pt-variation (p,) is treated as a constant parameter.
The differential cross section that one incident hadron emits N 1 clusters losing energy E1c::::.vs(1-[xi)/2 and the other emits N 2 cluster, is given 3 l by
Qs
where QN(E) is the probability that one incident hadron radiates N clusters with energy loss E. Therefore, the Pr-spectrum of the leading hadron now becomes
Similarly, the average multiplicity of charged particle at fixed x and Pr is also calculable:
where
. (10) Equations (8) and (9) proton to (np):::::l.l. 21 In Eqs. (8) and (10) In summary vve have discussed the Pr spectrum of the leading proton and related observables in the reaction PP--"?PX based on the GEM and the "random walk" hypothesis for the leading proton. The model naturally explains the observed x-dependence of the Pr-spectrum. It also predicts the increase of the average multiplicity of the recoil system with Pr
